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DAwN kwIkCUT
The KwikCut product line is led by the highly anticipated R125 double action ratchet cutter are quite 
simply the finest cutting products on the market anywhere. This comprehensive line features cutting 
edge innovations in design, ergonomics and functionality. These products are rugged, lightweight 
and highly visible. The KwikCut product line is designed by contractors for contractors.
   
DAwN RATChET CUTTER
KwikCut Ratchet cutter is ideal for heavy walled plastic pipe and conduit. 
The double action ratchet gives strong extra power without skipping. 
Cutting blades are precision milled to give a clean cut with very little effort.
Smooth one-hand operation with dual push button safety release and locking
mechanism.

DAwN hAND SAw   
For cutting large PVC or ABS pipe, no other saw cuts faster or staighter.
Dual direction precision steel blade allows easier starts and features our
quick-change design that lets you change blades without tools.
Available in 225mm, 325mm and 450mm lengths.

DAwN kwIkCUT ADvANCE
KwikCut Advance with spring action, multi purpose cutter designed to make 
quick work of thin wall PVC, Poly pipe, hose and tubing. The blade is forged 
from long lasting high quality steel. This creates a blade that is sharper and 
holds its edge longer for more clean, precise cuts.

DAwN kwIkCUT ORIgINAl 
KwikCut Original still sets the standard in cutting excellence.
Kwikcut remains the #1 cutter on the market. Many have tried to 
copy the quality, none have ever succeeded. Kwikcut Original 
offers all of the standard features without the spring action.

Cutting handle colours may change, depending on supply. 

MODELS CODE

Ratchet cutter, cuts upto 25mm PVC pipe R125

225mm hand saw GS09

325mm hand saw GS13

450mm hand saw GS18

Advance cutter spring loaded, cuts upto 25mm PVC pipe  SL100Y

Advance cutter spring loaded, cuts upto 32mm PVC pipe SL135Y

Advance cutter spring loaded, cuts upto 32mm PVC pipe
combo pack includes pouch

SL135YCOMBO

Advance cutter spring loaded, cuts upto 40mm PVC pipe SL200

Original cutter, cuts upto 25mm PVC pipe T100

Original cutter, cuts upto 32mm PVC pipe T135

Original cutter, cuts upto 40mm PVC pipe SS200

See back page for spare blades
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SPARE BLADES & RATCHET PARTS CODE

Ratchet Cutter Spares:
Replacement blade for R125 BR125
All replacement parts without blade for R125 R125KIT
Extension replacement spring for R125 R125EXTSPR
Small replacement spring for R125 R125SMSPR
Large replacement spring for R125 R125LGSPR
Replacement lever for R125 R125REL
Replacement latch for R125 R125LATCH
Replacement pins for R125 R125PIN

Hand Saw Spares:
Replacement saw blade 225mm BGS09
Replacement saw blade 325mm BGS13
Replacement saw blade 450mm BGS18

KwikCut Cutter Spares:
Leather pouch for all cutters CP10
Replacement blade suits T100, SL100Y BT100
Replacement blade suits T135, SL135Y, SL135YCOMBO BT135
Replacement blade suits SS200, SL200 SSB200
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